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FEB29 BACKGROUND
From the German-speaking issue of Forbes to the international design
conference OFFF, the digital TV channel F15 ́, think tank F-42 and the
science magazine tuw.media in cooperation with the Vienna University
of Technology - FEB29 combines numerous exciting brands and projects
under one roof. The company, which was launched in 2017, is grounded
in what was but is thinking towards what’s next. It produces content in all
colors and forms - always well researched and presented in a balanced
way. Moreover it gives voice to its business partners. FEB29 thinks
globally and acts locally. Present in Berlin, Geneva, Cologne, Munich,
Vienna and Zurich.
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OFFF BACKGROUND
Since its launch in Barcelona in 2001, OFFF has become
one of the world's leading design conferences. It brings
together a global community to discuss how design and
art are changing the world. The conference has become a
global brand, with events taking place not only in Barcelona
but also in Tel Aviv, Moscow, Seville, New York and Paris.
In the German-speaking region, OFFF is organized by the
Viennese media company FEB29. The conference will take
place in December 2021 - digital-only, with broadcast studios
in Vienna, Berlin and Zurich.
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HOMELAND FOR OUTSIDERS
In 2005, I was stuck. At that time, I had already been working
as a designer for several years, including in the advertising
industry. I love design, but I wasn't really happy. However, I also
had no idea in which other direction I could possibly go, I didn't
really feel like I belonged anywhere. Around that time, I attended
OFFF in Barcelona for the first time - already one of the best
design conferences in the world.
The energy of the festival was overwhelming. So many creative,
smart people,
so many opportunities to work successfully with design. It was
breathtaking - I immediately felt at home. OFFF helped me see
new ways of doing things and solved a real problem for me. And
did exactly what I believe good design should be able to do: by
challenging the status quo, it mobilizes change and solves real
problems.
Today more than ever OFFF is a playground and meeting
place for the world's best designers. That said, Covid-19 is also
forcing us to rethink the role of design in the world. Because if
design can really solve problems, then there's no better time to
do it than in a global pandemic that will transform the way we live
and work. Almost a decade after my first OFFF visit, I decided to
bring the festival to my hometown Vienna. I thought about it very
carefully, but me being the designer, I didn't give much thought to
the risks at that time. I felt that the conference would be a good
fit for Vienna. After all, the city is Austria's cultural metropolis and

we Austrians are excellent hosts. The fact that the openness
and enthusiasm of the Spanish would do the Vienna locals well
was another positive factor. However, we never exploited the full
potential of OFFF for various reasons. That's why I'm all the more
pleased about our new partnership with FEB29.
We are using the pandemic as an opportunity to launch OFFF
in a completely new way and and to bring it alongside Vienna to
Berlin and Zurich. After all, these cities are also hotspots - and,
incidentally, wonderful destinations for design-savvy people.
So, like all good designers, we are also being challenged by the
pandemic and need to rethink. In 2021, the OFFF will take place
completely digitally, with studios in Vienna, Berlin and Zurich.
We're designing a new, different conference - and at the same
time excited to create a vibrant ecosystem around the event that
illuminates design from all its diverse angles.
This year's motto of our event is "Misfits". Because good
designers are marginalized and outsiders, they constantly
question the status quo - and that's why they don't really feel
like they belong anywhere. With the OFFF, we want to ensure
that these outsiders will continue to have a home in the future.
Alexander Stern
Curator & Co-Host,
OFFF DACH
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NARRATIVE
Social media can make us think that everyone fits in - except for us.
But in an increasingly fast, digital, and complex world - and at the height of a global
pandemic - it's not easy to feel like we are part of anything. Who says we have the
need to? Truly good design, after all, doesn't adapt, it challenges the status quo.
And it offers a good place to those who can't find it anywhere else. Because the
best designers are outsiders, fringe, unorthodox; they are misfits. So let's be misfits
together - at OFFF 2021.

APPROACH
OFFF is a place for all those who seek exchange with like-minded people. People
come together to discuss relevant questions on design, aesthetics, art, culture and
diversity. Besides masses and focused on a place of freedom. In the year of the
Pandemic, we are creating this shared space online - a place that is both a curse
and a blessing for outsiders.
Artists from around the world come together to create, experiment, and share. From
visual communication to art to image design, we create a platform that imposes no
limits on what's possible.
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STRATEGIC POSITIONS
In 2021 OFFF will take place for the first time under new leadership. FEB29 is a
Vienna based media company with locations throughout the DACH region. Our
digital conference will take place completely online on December 2, 2021, with
broadcast studios in Berlin, Vienna and Zurich. At the same time, the digital space
has no boundaries - we welcome visitors from all over the world, helping us to gain
new perspectives on this exciting topic.

PRODUCTS
In addition to the flagship event on December 2nd, we are building our own ecosystem
surrounding the Brand OFFF. Parallel to the conference campaign, it will consist
of digital content on "OFFF.media"; the free newspaper "OFFF.daily", dedicated to
design-related topics; the video channel "OFFF.tv", offering video interviews and
reports on our topics. For 2022, we also plan to launch our own podcast as well as
smaller events located throughout the German-speaking region.
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OFFF LIVE
In 2021, we are designing a digital platform to bring international speakers
and guests to the DACH region for one day. This approach opens up
entirely new possibilities for us to bring OFFF to a wider audience.
Instead of following the boundaries of physical conferences, we want to
give our 2021 event as much exposure as possible through smart digital
communication.
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OFFF DAILY
The free newspaper OFFF.daily will be distributed in high
circulation and around December 2nd. The newspaper is
curated by the content team behind OFFF DACH and features
all OFFF speakers as well as artists and designers from around
the world.
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DIGITALER UND
KOMPLEXER
Auf dem Höhepunkt einer globalen Pandemie.Ist
es nicht ganz einfach, sich
zugehörig zu fühlen. Aber:
Wer sagt, dass wir das müssen? Wirklich gutes Design
passt sich schließlich nicht
an, sondern hinterfragt den
Status Quo.

SOCIAL MEDIA
Lässt uns glauben, dass
alle anderen dazugehören,
nur wir nicht. Doch in einer
immer schneller, digitaler
und komplexer funktionierenden Welt, und auf dem
Höhepunkt einer globalen
Pandemie.

WER SAGT, DASS WIR
DAS MÜSSEN?
Auf dem Höhepunkt einer globalen Pandemie.Ist
es nicht ganz einfach, sich
zugehörig zu fühlen. Aber:
Wer sagt, dass wir das müssen? Wirklich gutes Design
passt sich schließlich nicht
an, sondern hinterfragt den
Status Quo.
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OFFF TV
With OFFF we not only have access to the most exciting
designers of our time, we also create tons of valuable (video)
content on the day of the conference. To make this digitally
available and to conduct in-depth video interviews with our
guests, we are launching OFFF.tv - a digital TV channel. All topics
that concern OFFF will thus also be offered in moving images including interviews, short videos, documentaries and reports.
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EVENT

NEWSLETTER

DIGITAL

WEBSITE

VIDEO

NEWSLETTER

WEBSITE

VIDEO

NEWSLETTER

OFFF
DAILY

NR 4–21
GELD

NR. 5–21
TRAVEL &
TOURISM

MAY

JUN

NR. 6–21
NEXT

NR. 7–21
SMART
CITIES

NR. 8–21
WOMEN

NR. 9–21:
HANDEL

NR. 10–21
UNDER 30

AUG

SEP

OCT

NOV

DEC

PRINT
APR

JUL
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OFFF DAILY

OFFF TV
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WHO WE REACH
The OFFF Festival 2021 is all about those people who don't like to be in the spotlight. People
who live, work & think differently. Creatives, artists, outsiders, innovators, avantgardists - simply
unconventional people - who often go their own path and get together at OFFF on this day.
The target group of the event includes the art, culture and creative industries from the entire
German-speaking region. In addition, there are students, entrepreneurs, executives and generally
curious, cosmopolitan people who are interested in new ways of thinking. In addition to the event,
we generate additional reach through an accompanying print medium (OFFF.daily) as well as a
digital TV channel (OFFF.tv).

Creatives

Students

Professionals

Entrepreneurs

Designers and Artists

Founders

DISTRIBUTION
EVENT

DAILY

Type:
Digital Festival

Type:
Newspaper

Tickets:
free
(with registration)

Price:
free

Reach:
~30.000 People
Distribution:
Livestream,
Video and
Social Media

Circulation:
150.000 Editions
Reach:
300.000 People
Distribution:
Selected Mailshot
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OFFF ADVOICES
Advoices are not classic advertising. The approach we take with this product is
grounded in journalistic standards. Asking the right questions, getting to the heart
of the matter, offering added value. That's why our "Advoices" are not created by
clients, but by ourselves - editors and photographers interested in good stories and
exciting people.
With the exception of the clear labeling as advertising, Advoices are no different from
regular articles. After all, advertising should not be skimmed over, but recognized.
And that only happens with our readers if they see added value. That's exactly what
Advoices are all about.
Advoices offer enough space to portray a person or illuminate a topic in depth.
What is their background and what drives them forward? Such questions can be
covered well in a one or two page article - accompanied by images and informative
infographics.

DIGITAL

DAILY

Scope: one to two pages in the newspaper + digital distribution
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CONTACT
ALEXANDER
STERN

MARINA
DRAGICEVIC

WOLFGANG
SCHEIKL

Curation

Graphic Design

Chief Revenue Officer

+43 660 3906076
alex@offf.media

+43 664 4016020
marina.dragicevic@offf.media

+43 664 88296217
wolfgang.scheikl@forbes.at

FEB29 MEDIENUND VERLAGS GMBH
Liniengasse 2b/14
1060 Wien
UID: ATU69314057
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